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Earl of sandwich downtown disney parking validation

The Earl of Sandwich is a staple in downtown Orlando Disney, and this location is pretty consistent, too. The service hasn't been up to speed with its Orlando counterpart yet, but we hope they'll accelerate the pace when they've been open for a long time. The sandwiches are delicious and there is a good variety of
choices. There are also salads, soup, hips and desserts. Everything has a fair price, especially if you consider where it is. I am an annual beginner (Deluxe) passholder and was trying to decide if it would be worth switching from Deluxe to Premium mainly due to the parking issue. I plan to visit DL at least twice a month
and stay about 5 hours each trip. I was wondering if it would be better to park in downtown Disney and validate my parking at one of the restaurants or just go ahead and upgrade for the additional $a month (I'm on the monthly payment plan). Does anyone know which restaurants validate and what is the lowest amount
you need to spend to validate parking? Thank you! I am an annual beginner (Deluxe) passholder and was trying to decide if it would be worth switching from Deluxe to Premium mainly due to the parking issue. I plan to visit DL at least twice a month and stay about 5 hours each trip. I was wondering if it would be better to
park in downtown Disney and validate my parking at one of the restaurants or just go ahead and upgrade for the additional $a month (I'm on the monthly payment plan). Does anyone know which restaurants validate and what is the lowest amount you need to spend to validate parking? Thank you! Parking Validation at
AMC 12 Theaters and the following table restaurants: Catal Restaurant, ESPN Zone, House of Blues, La Brea Bakery Cafe, Naples Restaurant and Pizzeria, Napolini, Rainforest Cafe, Ralph Brennan's Jazz Kitchen and Tortilla Jo's. This was taken from a third-party site, however, so I can't officially confirm it. Of those
listed, I would say that La Brea Bakery Cafe would be the fastest option if they really validate. The hotel's restaurants also validate for DtD parking. We received validation from Napa Rose and Steakhouse 55. For the OP, I would suggest calculating the approximate amount you plan to spend on each validation and
multiplying it by the approximate times you plan to visit DLR. If the total exceeds the amount for the AP update, it would be cheaper to upgrade (and get discounts too). I am an annual beginner (Deluxe) passholder and was trying to decide if it would be worth switching from Deluxe to Premium mainly due to the parking
issue. I plan to visit DL at least twice a month and stay about 5 hours each trip. I wondered if it would be better to park in the center of Disney and validate my parking lot at one of the restaurants or go ahead and upgrade for the additional $a month (they're on the monthly payment plan). Someone knows which
restaurants validate and what is the lowest amount you have to spend to get parking Thank you! You could just do DTD parking (with validation), however, you should make sure you come back by the end of that 5-hour period or pay extra! This would drive me crazy having to keep an eye on the watch, so i wouldn't be
late. It might be in your interest to go ahead and upgrade to the Premium Pass - free parking (no time constraints) and larger discount purchases! You could just do DTD parking (with validation), however, you should make sure you come back by the end of that 5-hour period or pay extra! This would drive me crazy
having to keep an eye on the watch, so i wouldn't be late. It might be in your interest to go ahead and upgrade to the Premium Pass - free parking (no time constraints) and larger discount purchases! I certainly agree. I did the math a couple of weeks ago and if you're going to go to the parks 10 times or more in the year,
it's best to add parking to your AP. If you're going to do a lot, I'd definitely take that road instead of always having to validate and worry about the timing. Thank you all! I also think I'd go crazy trying to remind myself to get back to my car by the end of the 5 hours plus hoping to spend enough in a restaurant to qualify for
validation. I come back tomorrow morning for a few hours, so I'll see how much it will cost to switch to Premium when I arrive at the ticket office. I wonder if they will validate my parking lot, so since I have to pay at the gate before entering the garage. Anyway, it's worth $16 for not having to worry about. I'll let you know
how it goes when I come back tomorrow night Thank you all! I also think I'd go crazy trying to remind myself to get back to my car by the end of the 5 hours plus hoping to spend enough in a restaurant to qualify for validation. I come back tomorrow morning for a few hours, so I'll see how much it will cost to switch to
Premium when I arrive at the ticket office. I wonder if they will validate my parking lot, so since I have to pay at the gate before entering the garage. Anyway, it's worth $16 for not having to worry about. I'll let you know how it goes when I come back tomorrow night You don't need to switch to a Premium. You can add
parking to any pass for $139. That said, the difference for upgrading to Premium would be $170, so for $31 more you don't get better blackouts and discounts, so it might as well. Updated March 30, 2019 Let's take a look at what this area entails including restaurants, shops, and how to tie this part of the Disneyland
Resort to your visit. Here we go! Click on this image, below, for a detailed map of everything Downtown Disney (also known as DTD) includes: An Overview Downtown Disney resides west of Disneyland and California Adventure and is within walking distance of the parks. Admission is free and parking is also for up to 3
hours. Do the parking pass for another 2 hours of free parking. DTD is a shopping district that's usually less crowded than Parks. There are plenty of destinations for restaurants and shops, but they're available with a touristy vibe, so get ready. Balloon artists might get on your table and prices are a bit higher than usual.
(For example, some children's meals cost up to $12.) Overall, hours range from 7am to 1am, but activity varies depending on destination. Restaurants There are nearly 20 dining options, ranging from Starbucks to Ralph Brennan's Jazz Kitchen. Each can be found on the map published above. Quick service options
include: Table service options include: ****Reservations are recommended for all service options in the previous table. Click on the link provided for each restaurant or call (714) 781-DINE (3463) between 7:00 am and 9:00 pm daily (Pacific time). Fine dining is located at: Catal Restaurant - Tapas, small plates, lamb and
other delicacies. (8:00-21:30) menu (Note: I LOVE Happy Hour upstairs in Catal. Hard to find a glass of wine for $7 anywhere in the Disneyland Resort. Find this and other cheap drinks and small plates from 3pm to 5pm daily.) It is advisable to book. Click on the link provided or call (714) 781-DINE (3463) between 7:00
am and 9:00 pm daily (Pacific time). Uva Bar is a casual outdoor restaurant located in the middle of downtown Disney and serves Spanish-style tapas and appetizers. (8:00am-10pm) My Picks for Breakfast menu: I'm a big fan of breakfast in downtown Disney because you can enjoy it before park time. Here are my 3
favorites and all of them are spread out on DTD, so no matter where you stay, you should work for yourself. All 3 are also open at 8am. The Brea Bakery Express - Brioche French Toast is heaven on earth. The croissant sandwich is also good. Ralph Brennan's Jazz Kitchen Express - Beignets and coffee for breakfast =
perfection. People who park tried to use Downtown Disney as a less expensive (or free) parking option in order to avoid the cost of regular Disneyland parking spaces. It's no longer an option! For disneyland's website: Enjoy 3 hours of parking when you make a minimum purchase of $20 and receive validation from any
Downtown Disney location (including quick-service restaurants, merchandising locations, and kiosks), or up to 5 hours of validated parking from any Downtown Disney table restaurant. In addition to these validations, each additional hour costs $12, charged in 30-minute increments, with a minimum charge of $6 after the



initial 15-minute grace period. Plus, the maximum daily parking and missed ticket fee is $48. Parking is subject to capacity. Shopping Downtown Disney shopping can be both fun and useful. I broke a couple of flip flops as I walked into the park recently and ran to Sanuk for a Replacement. There's also a great variety,
Disney-themed and non-Disney-themed. Disney-Related Shopping: World of Disney - The mecca of all Disney souvenirs. If you don't shop in the park, this is your best option and there's something for Disney's Pin Traders - Trading headquarters pin with special trading privileges for kids only. The Marceline pastry shop -
named after Walt's hometown, this sweet shop is lovely - and one of my favorites. WonderGround Gallery - Contemporary Disney art with a showcase also on local artists. Other stores: Curl Surf - High-end SoCal clothing. I LOVE the Olukais they sell here. Highly recommend. The LEGO Store - For LEGO fans, it doesn't
get much cold. I highly recommend this place. Sanuk - Socal's favorite socks and accessories. Sephora - Beauty supplies for days. Sunglasses icon - Trendy sunglasses and cute Entertainment While you're downtown, you can check out a few options for fun. There's a little bit of everything here. Ralph Brennan's Jazz
Kitchen - splitsville bowling alley night jazz music - bowling and dining in a fun and retro setting (check out my review here) My Favorite Stops Marceline's Confectionery - Feels like going back in time to this dear candy store. ————-&gt; La Brea Bakery Cafe - A paradise for bread lovers. Super close to the parks.
LEGO Store - This impresses children and adults alike. It's a bit of a walk up to it from the parks, but you'll see plenty of DTD along the way and maybe use the Monorail station nearby. Happy Hour catal! 15:00-17:00. Great prices on drinks and small plates. Come in and go upstairs to the bar or request a table. No
reservation is required. My advice to visit Downtown Disney on your way out or out of town or for a midday break. Keep your focus on the parks while they're open and don't miss anything inside the gates for what Downtown Disney has to offer. If you leave the park in the middle of the day, as I always recommend,
Downtown Disney can be a great lunch spot or a break to avoid the crowds. If you're a guest at one of the three Disneyland Resort Hotels, you'll be in the immediate vicinity of DTD that if you stay off-site. We often arrive the night before a visit to the parks and go to DTD for dinner or shopping. It's a great way to get into
the Disney spirit before entering the gates. Bonus tip: From Disney's center, set up a monorail ride to and from Tomorrowland with your theme park ticket. The Disneyland Monorail is the only attraction that can be boarded outside the park. A valid park ticket for the day must be shown to drive. Check out how Get Away
Today can help you with your vacation
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